
Accompanying the data appendix is a second appendix of text and tables that includes an *errata* report, new analyses and revised findings. New analyses do not indicate that pressures from unemployment, societal aging and globalization stressed in Hicks and Zorn (2005) drive retrenchment. Rather they indicate that strong aggregate economic performance – affluence, economic growth and low de-industrialization in particular-- and institutional centralization of political power inhibit retrenchment, while the reverse foster it. This at least is the case for the two least restrictive of our three measures of retrenchment. For outcome measures that do not identify a retrenchment unless there is an at least six percent cut in social spending (a threshold condition of $C = -0.06$ for the identification of a “retrenchment” on the underlying spending variable PCRS), our hypothesized determinants do not have statistically significant effects. This indicates that our model lacks explanatory power for deep cuts in social spending.

**Glossary**

```
do "C:\Users\ahicks\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Temporary Internet Files\Content.IE5\15oiro9e\Hzio200506.do"
```

. *** Glossary paper variable name to program acronym

```
C= -0.04
```

. *** eventndu, eventn10, eventnst, eventnco

```
C= -0.05
```

. *** evensndu, evensn10, evensnst, evensnco

```
C= -0.06
```

. *** evdepndu, evdepn, evdepnst, evdepnco

```
C= -0.04
```

. *** Lagged event counts

```
C= -0.05
```

. *** evnscntlag

```
C= -0.06
```

. *** evdepnlag

. *** Globalization-Related Factors

```
Trade Openness-openI
```

```
Outward FDI -fdiout1
```

```
Financial Lib'n -liblag
```
***Economic/Demographic Factors

*** Unemployment Rate (2005)-unempp
*** Elderly Population (2005)-p65ppp
*** Unemployment (revised)-unav
*** Elderly Pop (revised)-pop65ave
*** ln(RealGDPPerCap)(2005)-gdprrln
*** RealGDP/Pop Growth(2005)-rcapgrow
*** ln(RealGDPPerCap)(revised)-lngav2000
*** RealGDP/Pop Growth(revised)-ch2000lg
*** Deindustrialization-deindlag
*** Welfare Effort -*** socxss
*** Lagged Welf Effort-socsslag
*** Lag Budget Def/Surplus-defsslag

***Political/Institutional Factors

***Neocorporatism -newken
***Inclusive Electorate -prishlag
***Power Dispersion-decntlag
***Left-Party Gov't-lcab1

*** Christian Dem.Gov. -ccab4l2005 runs:

*** C= -.04

stset eventndu, fail( eventn10) enter(eventnst )